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Abstract The objective of this work is to study effect of environmental tax on emitters to attain a pollution free
environment. In this paper, an attempt has been made to study the effect of environmental tax to control carbon
dioxide (a global warming gas) concentration in the atmosphere using a nonlinear mathematical model. It is assumed
that the environmental tax is levied only when the concentration of carbon dioxide crosses a threshold level over
which it is harmful to our environment. Analytically, it is shown that the concentration of carbon dioxide decreases
as the rate of environmental tax increases. The variation of carbon dioxide concentration (with and without
environmental tax) has also been shown in a plot to confirm analytical results. Further, carbon dioxide concentration
can also be reduced by greenbelt (leafy trees) plantation. It is shown, analytically and numerically, that carbon
dioxide concentration decreases as its rate of interaction (absorption) with leafy trees increases.
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1. Introduction
In present scenario, global warming is a serious threat
to our planet due to emission of greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere. Global warming gases are emitted into the
atmosphere due to natural as well as anthropogenic sources.
Carbon dioxide is one of the most crucial greenhouse
gases responsible for global temperature change. Rapid
growth of industrialization, urbanization and increasing
demand of food are main driving force behind the increase
in concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere [27].
Though carbon dioxide increases plant growth significantly
but it has harmful climatic effect to our environment too if
it crosses a threshold level. Threshold concentration of
carbon dioxide is that below which there are no visible
harmful effects to our environment. The effect of global
warming can be seen in the form of affecting agriculture
and livelihood, infectious diseases, melting of glaciers,
rise in sea levels and increase in average temperature of
earth surface [2,7,15,17,19,24,26,31,33,37,38]. Since the
climate of our environment is adversely affected by
elevated concentration of carbon dioxide therefore it is
crucial to comprehend and study the dynamics of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere.
Leafy trees in a greenbelt play a crucial role to regulate
the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. It
acts like a natural sink and during photosynthesis gigatons
of carbon dioxide per year from the atmosphere is taken
by biomass of leafy trees and thus reducing the global
atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide [36]. In this
way, leafy trees in a greenbelt can reduce the concentration

of carbon dioxide considerably in the atmosphere
[4,11,14,22,23,25,30,39].
The main objective of this study is to control and
stabilize the concentration of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere by taking into account the concept of
environmental tax, as a control parameter, levied on
emitters which may, in turn, reduce environmental
damage and minimize harm to economic growth. It may
also set the concentration of carbon dioxide at a level that
would not be dangerous for our environment and enable
us for economic development in a sustainable manner.
According to Kyoto Protocol, Japan agreed to cut carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases emission up to 5
percent below 1990 level. US decided to reduce up to 7
percent below the 1990 emission level. The worldwide
reduction in carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases
emissions by participating countries in Kyoto Protocol has
been targeted up to 5.2 percent below 1990 level [3,28].
Environmental tax imposed on emitters can in the form of,
1.
Tax imposed directly on the emitters according to
the amount of emissions and extent of
environmental damage.
2.
Tax
imposed
on
individuals
causing
environmental damage.
3.
Indirect taxes on production inputs or consumer
goods that can make an undesirable change to our
environment.
4.
Tax on the type and extent of resources use.
5.
Incentive charges levied on those who
intentionally cause damage to the environment
In recent years, several investigations have been made
to discuss the importance of tax policies and their
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effective implementation on emitters without affecting
overall energy consumptions to make our environment
clean [5,6,8,9,16,18,21,29,32,35]. Some mathematical models
have also been developed to study the environmental tax
as one of the important mitigation options for the
abatement of pollutant emission causing deterioration to
our environment [1,12,13,34]. In this regard, He [12]
proposed a mathematical model to study the effect of
pollution tax on toxicant emitters in a polluted
environment when their emission crosses the permissible
limit (the limit up to which there is no harm to the
population) and obtained some sufficient conditions for
the persistence of population. Agarwal and Devi [1] have
proposed and analyzed a nonlinear mathematical model to
study the survival of biological species in a polluted
environment by taking into account the effect of
environmental tax on the pollutant emitters. They have
shown that as the concentration level of pollutants in the
environment increases the density of biological species
decreases. They have also shown that the density of
biological species can achieve a desired level if some
pollution tax is imposed on the emitters to control the
emission of pollutants in the environment. Sundar and
Naresh [34] developed a mathematical model to study the
effect of environmental tax on emitters for the survival of
biological species in a polluted environment considering
that the tax is imposed on the emitters only when the
pollutants concentration goes beyond a permissible limit
over which the population is exposed to the pollutants. In
their analysis they have shown that beyond a certain level
of pollutant emission environmental tax is one of the
important ways to control pollutant concentration in the
environment and for the survival of biological species.
Keeping in view of the above, in this paper, we have
developed a simple nonlinear mathematical model to
study the introduction of environmental taxation, as a
control parameter, for the mitigation of carbon dioxide
emission in the atmosphere, thus reducing the effect of
global warming.

2. Formulation of Mathematical Model
To describe the phenomenon of control of carbon
dioxide concentration by planting leafy trees in a greenbelt
and imposing environmental tax on emitters, we assume
that C be the concentration of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere, B be the biomass density of leafy trees in a
green belt and E be the environmental tax imposed on
emitters. We have made the following assumptions to
formulate the mathematical model,
1.
The emission rate of carbon dioxide is constant
(say Q ) though it may be a function of time.
2.
Carbon dioxide is used by leafy trees in a
greenbelt during the process of photosynthesis in
the presence of sunlight
3.
Environmental tax is imposed on the emitters if
the concentration of carbon dioxide crosses a
threshold i.e. the concentration below which
there is no impairment to our environment and
therefore it is assumed to be proportional to the
difference of carbon dioxide concentration and its
threshold level.
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In the first equation of the model, the constant δ 0 is the
natural depletion rate coefficient of carbon dioxide. As we
know that plants make their food in the presence of
sunlight by taking carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
during photosynthesis and therefore the abatement in
carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere is
assumed to be directly proportional to the biomass density
of leafy trees as well as the concentration of carbon
dioxide (i.e. δ BC ), δ being the rate of depletion of
carbon dioxide due to presence of leafy trees in a
greenbelt. Due to environmental tax, the diminution in
carbon dioxide concentration is assumed to be at the rate
µ . In the second equation of the model, the growth of
leafy trees in a greenbelt is assumed to be governed by
logistic equation where r and K are the intrinsic growth
rate and the carrying capacity of leafy trees in a greenbelt
respectively. The constant π is the rate at which carbon
dioxide is used in photosynthesis process by leafy trees in
their growth. In the third equation, ν is the tax rate
coefficient and the constant ν 0 denotes the tax evasion
due to some practical problems like pilferages, natural and
administrative problems. The threshold concentration of
carbon dioxide is denoted by C0 .
In view of the above, we have developed a three
dimensional mathematical model governing the
phenomenon of reduction of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere, as follows.
dC
Q − dd
=
0 C − BC − µ E
dt

(1)

dB
B

= rB 1 −  + πd BC
dt
K



(2)

dE
= ν (C − C0 ) −ν 0 E
dt

(3)

with C (0) > C0 , B(0) ≥ 0, E (0) ≥ 0
Remark: For the physical significance of the model
system, it is required that the cumulative concentration of
carbon dioxide must be greater than its threshold
concentration (i.e C > C0 ), and then the environmental tax
will be imposed on the industrialists and would continue
till C ≤ C0 . If C ≤ C0 , then there is no need to impose
environmental tax. Further, if δ and µ are so large that
dC
becomes negative, then this implies that the excess
dt
carbon dioxide is removed completely from the
atmosphere.
To analyze the model system (1) – (3), we need the
bounds of dependent variables. For this, we establish the
region of attraction in the following lemma, Freedman and
So [10].
Lemma 2.1. The set
Q


3
(C , B, E ) ∈ R+ :0 ≤ C ≤ δ ,

0


Ω =





0 ≤ B ≤ K r + πδ Q , 0 ≤ E ≤ ν Q − C 



0 

r 
δ0 
ν 0  δ0
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is the region of attraction for all solutions of the model
system (1) – (3) initiating in the interior of positive octant.
As discussed above, C > C0 for all practical purposes
and hence it is obvious that

Q

δ0

> C0 .

The model system (1) – (3) has following two nonnegative equilibria
(i) E (C , 0, E )
*

*

F (0) =
Q+µ

*

(ii) E (C , B , E ) .

−δ 0 − δ
F ′(C ) =

(say C * ) in 0 < C ≤

The positive solution of E (C , 0, E ) is given by the
following algebraic equations,

πK

ν (C − C0 ) −ν 0 E =
0

(5)

r



δ 2C 2 +  δ 0 + δ K + µ


µν

(6)

ν0

Using this value in (5), we get,

2π K
d C 2 + KC
dC
r
=
−
<0
dd

ν 
2π K 2
C + 0 + K +µ 
ddd
r
ν0 

dC
< 0 , this implies that the concentration of
dd
carbon dioxide decreases as δ increases.
Variation of C with ν
Differentiating (12) with respect to ν , we have

Thus

(7)

µ
(C − C0 )
ν0

It may be noted here that the equilibrium E (C , 0, E )
> C0 . This condition implies that the

δ0
tax would be imposed if the concentration of carbon
dioxide (CO2 ) is higher than that of its threshold
concentration (C0 ) . But, it is obvious that

Q

> C0 for the

δ0
practical importance of the model system and hence
E (C , 0, E ) exist without any condition.

2.1.2. Existence of E* (C * , B* , E* )
The positive solution of E* (C * , B* , E* ) is given by the
following algebraic equations,
Q − δ 0C − δ BC − µ E =
0
=
B

K
(r + πδ C )
r



ν 
ν
0 (12)
 C −  Q + µ C0  =
ν0 
ν0 


Variation of C with δ
Differentiating (12) with respect to δ , we have

Using the value of E from (5) in (4), we get,

Q

without any condition.

Using (9) and (10) in equation (8) we have

(4)

Q

− C0 
νδ 0  δ 0

=
E =

 E ( say )
ν 0  δ + µν 
0
ν 0 


Q

δ0

2.1.3. Variations of C with Different Parameters

Q − δ 0C − µ E =
0

Q+
ν0
C =
C ( say )
=
µν
δ0 +

ν
K
<0
(r + 2πδ C ) − µ
ν0
r

This implies that, F (C ) = 0 has a unique positive root

2.1.1. Existence of E (C , 0, E )

exists provided

ν
C >0
ν0 0

Q

ν Q
K
QQ
F =
−δ  r + πδ
 − µ  − C0  < 0
δ0  δ0
ν 0  δ0
r 
 δ0 


2.1. Equilibrium Analysis

*

From (11), we have,

(8)
(9)

dC
=
−
<0
dν

ν 
2π K 2
ddd
C + 0 + K + µ 
ν0 
r

dC
< 0 . This implies that the concentration
dν
of carbon dioxide decreases as ν increases.
Remark: The above analysis implies that the
equilibrium level of carbon dioxide decreases as the value
of control parameters, discussed above, increases.

Therefore,

2.2. Stability Analysis
2.2.1. Local Stability of Equilibria
To establish the local stability behaviour of equilibria,
we compute the following Jacobian matrix M for model
system (1) – (3),

−δ C
 −(δ 0 + δ B)

 2B 
(10) =
M  πδ B
r 1 −
 + πδ C

K 


0
ν
In view of (9) and (10), equation (8) can be written as


ν
=
E
(C − C0 )
ν0

F (C ) =
Q − δ 0C − δ

ν
K
(r + πδ C )C − µ (C − C0 ) =
0 (11)
ν0
r

−µ 

0 


−ν 0 

Let M and M * be the Jacobian matrices corresponding
to E (C , 0, E ) and E* (C * , B* , E* ) respectively.
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It can easily be found that the eigenvalues of Jacobian
matrix M corresponding to E (C , 0, E ) are −δ 0 ,
r + π δ C and −ν 0 . It means that the equilibrium

E (C , 0, E ) is a saddle point which is locally stable in
C − E plane and unstable in B direction.
Now, we use Routh – Hurwitz criterion to study the
local
stability
behaviour
of
the
equilibrium
E* (C * , B* , E* ) . The eigenvalues of Jacobian matrix M

corresponding to E* (C * , B* , E* ) are given by the
following characteristic equation,
(13)

x3 + a1 x 2 + a2 x + a3 =
0

where,
a1 =
(δ 0 + δ B* ) +
a2 =
(δ 0 + δ B* )

+ ν 0 (δ 0 + δ B* ) + πδ 2 B*C * + µν
r
r
a3 =
(δ 0 + δ B ) B*ν 0 + πδ 2ν 0 B*C * + µν B*
K
K
*

It can easily be seen that a1 , a2 > 0 and a3 > 0 . Further,
r *

B ν 0 + ν 0 (δ 0 + δ B* ) 

K
a1a2 − a3 = (δ 0 + δ B ) 

 +πδ 2 B*C * + µν



r * 

* r *
r
 (δ 0 + δ B ) K B + K B ν 0 
+ B* 

K
 +ν (δ + δ B* ) + πδ 2 B*C * 
 0 0

r
r


*
*
*
 (δ 0 + δ B ) K B + K B ν 0 
+ν 0 
 > 0.
 +ν (δ + δ B* ) + µν

 0 0

*

Since a1 , a2 , a3 > 0 and a1a2 − a3 > 0 , therefore, by
Routh-Hurwitz criterion, eigenvalues of the Jacobian
*

*

attraction has been studied by using Liapunov’s second
method (LaSalle and Lefschetz [20]).
To establish the nonlinear stability behaviour
of E* (C * , B* , E* ) , we consider the following positive
definite function,
V
=

1
B 

m1 (C − C * )2 + m2  B − B* − B* log

2

B* 
1
+ m3 ( E − E * ) 2
2

(14)

where mi (i = 1, 2,3) are positive constants to be chosen
appropriately.
Differentiating (14) with respect to ' t ' along the model
system (1) – (3), we get,
dV
=
−m1dd
B(C − C * ) 2 − m1 0 (C − C * ) 2
dt
r
− m2 ( B − B* )2 − m3ν 0 ( E − E* )2
K

r *
B +ν 0
K

r * r *
B + B ν0
K
K

*
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+ (−m1d C * + m2πd )(C − C * )( B − B* )
+ (−m1m + m3ν )(C − C * )( E − E* ).

m dV
and m3 = ,
ν
dt
π
will be negative definite inside the region of attraction Ω
without any condition and hence the theorem.
Now, we state the nonlinear stability result of the
interior equilibrium E* (C * , B* , E* ) in the form of the
following theorem,
Theorem
2.2.2.
The
interior
equilibrium
* * *
*
E (C , B , E ) is nonlinearly asymptotically stable
within the region of attraction Ω without any condition.
This theorem implies that for every initial start inside
the region of attraction Ω solution always approaches to
the equilibrium E* (C * , B* , E* ) .
Now choosing m1 = 1 , m2 =

C*

3. Numerical Simulation and Discussion

*

matrix corresponding to E (C , B , E ) are either
negative or have negative real part without any condition.
Thus, we have the following local stability theorem,
Theorem 2.2.1. The interior equilibrium E* (C * , B* , E* )
is locally asymptotically stable without any condition.
This theorem implies that if the initial state of
dependent variables of the model system (1) – (3) is close
to E* (C * , B* , E* ) , the solution trajectories approach to
the equilibrium E* (C * , B* , E* ) as t → ∞ . Thus, if the
initial states of dependent variables C , B and E is near

In this section, to study the local and nonlinear stability
behaviour and feasibility of the model system (1) – (3)
numerically, we have performed some numerical
simulations, using MAPLE 7, by choosing the following
set of parameters.
=
Q 30,
=
δ 0 0.0002,
=
δ 0.00008,
=
µ 0.01,
=
K 1500,
=
r 0.1,
=
π 0.75
=
ν 0.3,
=
ν 0 0.25,
=
C0 100.

The
equilibrium
values
of
E* (C * , B* , E* )
corresponding to above data are given as,

the equilibrium C * , B* and E* , respectively, the
concentration of carbon dioxide will finally get stabilized
=
C * 211.616669,
=
B* 1690.455003,
=
E* 133.940000
without any condition.
The eigenvalues of Jacobian matrix corresponding to
2.2.2.
Nonlinear
Stability
of
Equilibrium
equilibrium E* (C * , B* , E* ) for the model system (1) – (3)
E* (C * , B* , E* )
are −0.1389 + 0.0387 i , −0.1389 − 0.0387 i and −0.2202 .
In the following, the nonlinear stability behaviour of an
Since all the eigenvalues of Jacobian matrix corresponding to
interior equilibrium E* (C * , B* , E* ) inside the region of
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E* (C * , B* , E* ) are either negative or have negative real

part, therefore the interior equilibrium E* (C * , B* , E* ) is
locally asymptotically stable. The nonlinear stability
behaviour of interior equilibrium E* in C − B , C − E and
E − B planes has been shown in Figure 1, Figure 2 and
Figure 3 respectively. From these figures, it is speculated
that the solution trajectories started at any point within the
region of attraction approach to equilibrium E* .

Figure 4. Variation of concentration
values of Q

Figure 1. Nonlinear stability in

C−B

C

with time

C−E

B

with time

't '

for

plane

Figure 6. Variation of environmental tax
values of Q

Figure 3. Nonlinear stability in

for different

plane

Figure 5. Variation of plant biomass density
different values of Q

Figure 2. Nonlinear stability in

't '

E − B plane

E with time ' t '

for different

In Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 the variation of
carbon dioxide concentration (C ), plant biomass density
(B) and environmental tax (E) is shown with respect to
time for different values of Q, the emission rate of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere. From these figures, it is seen
that with increase in the emission of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere, its concentration increases and also the plant
biomass density increases. This increase in the level of
carbon dioxide above its threshold results in increasing the
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environmental tax (Figure 6). In Figure 7, the variation of
carbon dioxide concentration with time is depicted for
different values of ν , the tax rate coefficient. It is seen
that the concentration of carbon dioxide decreases with
increase in tax rate coefficient. This suggests that if the
environmental tax is levied on the emitters, the level of
carbon dioxide can be kept under control.

Figure 7. Variation of concentration
values of ν

C

with time

't '
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coefficient due to presence of biomass. It is observed that
the concentration of carbon dioxide decreases in the
atmosphere with increase in its depletion rate due to
interaction with plant biomass. This decrease in carbon
dioxide concentration in the atmosphere leads to lowering
the environmental tax (Figure 10). The plant biomass
density, however, increases due to higher depletion of
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere for being used by
plants for photosynthesis (Figure 9).

for different

Figure 10. Variation of environmental tax E with time
values of δ

Figure 8. Variation of concentration
values of δ

C

with time

't '

for different

for different
Figure 11. Variation of concentration
values of µ

Figure 9. Variation of plant biomass density
different values of δ

't '

C

with time

't '

for different

B with time ' t ' for

In Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 we have shown the
variation in carbon dioxide concentration in the
atmosphere, plant biomass density and the environmental
tax with time for different values of δ , the depletion rate

Figure 12. Variation of environmental tax
values of µ

E with time ' t '

for different

As the rate of diminution of carbon dioxide increases,
the concentration of carbon dioxide decreases in the
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atmosphere and as a consequence the burden of
environmental tax decreases (Figure 11 and Figure 12
respectively). From the analysis, it is hypothesized that if
the environmental tax is levied on the emitters of carbon
dioxide above a threshold level, it may have a positive
impact on emitters to keep the increasing emission of
carbon dioxide under control.

[12]
[13]
[14]

4. Conclusion

[15]

Our main objective, in this paper, is to introduce
environmental tax, as a control parameter, to be imposed
on emitters in different forms for the sustainable
development of environment and to stabilize the carbon
dioxide concentration in the atmosphere to reduce global
warming. It is assumed that the environmental tax is
imposed on the emitters only when the emission of carbon
dioxide crosses a permissible level, as discussed above.
We have modeled the phenomenon considering three
nonlinearly interacting dependent variables namely,
concentration of carbon dioxide, biomass density of leafy
trees and the environmental tax imposed on emitters. The
existence and stability of non-negative equilibria for the
proposed model system have been carried out. Equilibrium

[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]

*

E is locally as well as nonlinearly stable without any
condition. It is shown that analytically and numerically
that when environmental tax is imposed on emitters, the
concentration level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
decreases. Thus, environmental tax is one of the important
mitigation options to reduce global warming and to make
our environment clean.

[24]

[25]
[26]
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